Introduction
The study of electron cyclotron emissions has expanded rapidly within the past year in two significant areas. First, intense emissions at or near the upper hybrid resonance frequency have been explained in terms of a nonconvective instability in the cyclotron harmonic band encompassing the (cold) upper hybrid resonance frequency [Kurth et al., 1979a, b] . The upper hybrid resonance frequency, fvnR, is V,(fF)9. + (fg_)9. where fr' is the electron plasma frequency and fg-is the electron gyrofrequency. The cold fvnR is thought to be approximately equal to the total fvn• during intense upper hybrid wave events because the ratio of the cold-to-hot electron density, l•/n,, is expected to be large from theoretical considerations [Ashour- Abdalla and Kennel, 1978a; Hubbard and Birmingham, 1978] .
The second significant advance in the study of electron cyclotron emissions has come in the form of direct comparisons of may be taking place primarily in the cold electron distribution at energies below the 221-eV threshold of the present Lepedea configuration. This suggestion is prompted by theoretical work which predicts much shorter time scales for the evolution (heating) of the cold electrons than for the hot electrons, ff the ratio of the cold electron temperature to hot electron temperature is sufficiently small. The theory also predicts that the cold electrons will be preferentially heated in the perpendicular direction 
